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Method involves deep geologic repositories for
canisters of spent fuel.
A small startup company in Berkeley, California, with connections to
scientists, university professors, industry experts and Silicon Valley
entrepreneurs is marketing a method to permanently store nuclear
waste, tapping advanced drilling technology used for years by the gas and
oil industries.
Storage of the highly radioactive waste would be permanent — unlike
the options currently available around the world — and the method is
being pitched as far less expensive than development of a deep geologic
repository such as Yucca Mountain in Nevada.
The proposal from Deep Isolation calls for drilling a 14-inch-wide
vertical access channel up to a mile or more down, depending on
geologic conditions, then gradually making the drill hole run horizontally
along the line of the rock formation.
The horizontal bed, which could be as long as 2 miles, would serve as the
nuclear waste storage area, deep in the subsurface where the rock has
been stable and out of contact with the surface for millions of years and
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would remain out of contact for millions more, unaffected by surface
impacts such as sea level rise.
Locations of nuclear plants with spent fuel storage:

Map data ©2019 INEGI Imagery ©2019 NASA, TerraMetrics

Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission | Interactive map: Gregory Bryant /
Cape Cod Times

Hundreds of corrosion-resistant canisters, each holding a spent fuel
assembly, could be stored in a line inside a single drill hole, and since the
technology already exists, the company could be placing fuel in the
ground within two to three years, according to Sophie McCallum, Deep
Isolation’s chief of staff.
And more than one drill hole can be made on a site.
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“We are in active discussions with potential customers in the U.S. and
internationally to move forward disposal programs of stalled nuclear
waste inventories,” McCallum said in an email.
Deep Isolation recently tested its system, installing a drill hole in
Cameron, Texas, where it successfully placed a 5-foot-long canister —
the kind used to store military waste such as cesium and strontium — in
the horizontal storage area, deep underground. It then retrieved the
canister, which Deep Isolation experts say could be done for up to about
50 years.
The company plans to begin with storage of defense waste in the U.S.
and commercial waste in other countries, since the federal Waste Policy
Act must be amended to allow for permanent storage of the nation’s
commercial waste in places other than Yucca Mountain.
Currently about 80,000 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel produced by
commercial reactors and another 14,000 metric tons from the nation’s
weapons program is being temporarily stored at 80 sites in 35 states, in
spent fuel pools or hulking dry casks.
In New England, spent nuclear fuel is being stored on-site at the Maine
Yankee, Seabrook, Vermont Yankee, Yankee Rowe, Pilgrim and
Millstone nuclear plants.
Although the Department of Energy was required under the Waste
Policy Act to remove spent fuel from sites nationwide for storage in a
permanent repository by 1998, its plan for a Yucca Mountain repository
in Nevada has languished for several years.
Commercial reactor owners have sued the department for failing to
provide promised permanent storage, and damages to date have cost the
agency more than $6 billion.
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In 2016, the department was investigating a method of storage that
called for deep, vertical boreholes into crystalline basement rock, but the
program was broken off in 2017 with Yucca Mountain once again taking
over as the sole focus for permanent, high-level nuclear waste storage.
Holtec International and Waste Control Services have submitted
applications to operate interim storage facilities in New Mexico and
West Texas that are under review by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Spent fuel would be stored at those locations until a
national repository is ready.
“We will provide an option for people not satisfied with existing
options,” said Deep Isolation’s co-founder and CEO Elizabeth Muller.
She pointed out the interim sites were not “deep geologic storage.”
“They’re looking at being safe for decades,” Muller said. “They’re looking
at temporary storage. We’re looking at disposal.”
A representative from Nuclear Energy Institute, a lobbying and support
organization for the nuclear industry, attended Deep Isolation’s
demonstration.
From The News Room: The Cape Cod Times
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“I was curious,” Rod McCullum said. “Deep Isolation is innovative; I wish
them the best. If they can find customers and succeed, that’s a good
thing.”
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McCullum said his organization does not discourage private initiatives
such as Deep Isolation, but it staunchly supports the government’s
development of Yucca Mountain as a deep geological repository.
Every nation in the world is developing a deep geologic repository. “We
stand by the scientific consensus,” he said.
“Right now, we have too much at stake to walk away from Yucca
Mountain,” McCullum said. “We believe the science is sound, and we
think walking away from the investment would be foolish — $10 billion
in ratepayer money has already been spent.”
Several nuclear watchdog groups have advocated for keeping waste at
sites where it has been generated rather than transporting it across the
country to other locations. Deep Isolation’s storage method can be done
at or near the generation sites, depending on the geology.
“We’ve looked at a dozen sites and, based on our desk research, they all
look suitable,” Muller said.
Community consent is part of the process. If community members
support storage near their nuclear plant sites, Deep Isolation geologists
will do on-site drilling to determine conditions.
Deep Isolation was established about three years ago and has operated to
date without government or institutional funding but hopes that will
change.
“Our financial model is to develop a public-private partnership, where
Deep Isolation assists the government with stakeholder engagement, site
characterization, drilling, waste handling, etc.,” said Sophie McCallum.
“The government would be the license holder, have title for the waste,
and benefit from the reduction of cost.”
The government estimates it will cost $100 billion to dispose of existing
nuclear waste at Yucca. “We project that the cost of Deep Isolation
disposal is about one-third of a mined repository,” McCallum said.
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David Lochbaum, former director of the Nuclear Safety Program for the
Union of Concerned Scientists, has taken a seat on Deep Isolation’s
advisory board.
“There are technical, legal and political challenges facing Deep Isolation,
to be sure,” Lochbaum said via email. “I think their proposal could very
well meet all these challenges.
“The spent fuel storage status quo is only worsening with time,” he said.
“We need to find a solution before we run out of time to do so without
harm.”
— Follow Christine Legere on Twitter: @ChrisLegereCCT.
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